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The 2021 Tatiara Water Allocation Plan will introduce a new water license authorisation system. This system 
will follow state and national policy that promotes the separation of water rights. This means splitting 
water rights and permissions into individual instruments.  
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What are the four main water licencing 
instruments?
The four licencing instruments are:

1. Water Access Entitlement
2. Water Allocation
3. Water Resource Works Approval
4. Site Use Approval.

These are described on the following page.

How is the new water licencing system different?
Instead of one water licence, the new licensing system under 
the draft 2021 Tatiara Water Allocation Plan (WAP) introduces 
four separate water licencing instruments, in line with the 
requirements of the Landscape South Australia Act 2019.

The separate instruments distinguish between an ongoing right 
to access water, called an entitlement, and the actual volume of 
water allocated each year. They allow water licence holders to 
access and extract a volume of water and will provide greater 
flexibility for trading.

A water licence is still not required to take water for stock or 
domestic purposes. 

Water management instruments under
the 2021 Tatiara Water Allocation Plan

Site Use Approval
The approval to use water in a particular way at a 

specific locations (aquaculture only).

Water Resource Works Approval
The approval to construct and operate water 

infrastructure such as pumps or wells for the purpose 
of taking water.

INCLUDED:

A right to take water from
the resource

Allocation

Wells and land on which
water may be taken and

used

Purpose of use conditions

Water Allocation
The actual volume of water permitted to be taken 

each year

Water Access Entitlement
The ongoing right to a share of the water resource

Water licence under
previous plan
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What is a Water Resource Works Approval?
A Water Resource Works Approval gives the right to construct, 
maintain and operate a well and associated infrastructure to 
extract groundwater. Each approval is directly related to the 
site of the well or wells and cannot be transferred.

A Water Resource Works Approval is not required for a well 
used exclusively to take water for domestic purposes of stock 
(other than stock subject to intensive farming).

A Water Resource Works Approval can apply to one or more 
wells if they are located in the same or adjacent parcels of land 
in the same management zone.

A works approval is not directly linked to an entitlement or 
allocation, but each approval will describe the annual 
maximum volume of water that may be extracted from the well 
or wells listed on the approval.

During the change over to the new WAP, it is proposed that all 
existing water licence holders will be granted a Water Resource 
Works Approval or Approvals for the wells listed on their 
previous licence. 

Without a Water Resource Works Approval, no water subject 
to an allocation may be taken from a well.

What is a Site Use Approval?

It is proposed that a Site Use Approval will be required to 
regulate licenced water used for aquaculture. This will make 
sure that the water used in aquaculture can continue to be 
managed appropriately. A Site Use Approval will not be 
required for any other use of water. 

A Site Use Approval is attached to the land where the water is 
taken and used for aquaculture. It cannot be transferred from 
that land.
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What is a water access entitlement?
A Water Access Entitlement gives the holder a right to a share 
of water in a consumptive pool and the specified management 
zone within that consumptive pool (see Fact Sheet 3). The 
share of water will be expressed as a unit share of the water 
available for extraction. Each unit share in the draft Tatiara WAP 
is equivalent to 1 kilolitre (kL).

A Water Access Entitlement is not attached to a specific parcel 
of land and can be used anywhere within the listed 
management zone of the relevant consumptive pool. 

Each Water Access Entitlement will be allocated a class which 
describes the allowed water uses. (See Fact Sheet 2 - Water 
Access Entitlement Classes). 

It is proposed that water access entitlements will not change 
for the life of the WAP once granted. They would only change if 
they are traded or sold.

During the change over to the new WAP, all existing water 
licence holders will be granted a water licence containing 
Water Access Entitlement unit shares equal to the same volume 
of water as their previous annual water allocation.

What is a Water Allocation?
A Water Allocation is the actual volume of water from the 
Water Access Entitlement that is allowed to be taken for use 
each year. 

Water Allocations will be reviewed annually and an allocation 
will be set for each water use year (July 1 to June 30). 

It is proposed that this volume will usually be equal to the full 
Water Access Entitlement for the year unless a restriction has 
been applied due to a resource condition trigger value level 
being reached (See Fact Sheet 4 - Resource Condition Limit / 
Resource Condition Triggers). 

Like Water Access Entitlements, a Water Allocation is not 
attached to a specific parcel of land and may be used anywhere 
within the listed management zone of the relevant 
consumptive pool.

Water Allocation Carryover
For water used for irrigation, recreation, industry or 
public water supply, it it proposed the draft 2021 Tatiara 
WAP allow licensees to carryover an unused Water 
Allocation into the next water use year.

No more than 20% of a Water Allocation would be allowed to 
be carried over in any year.

Unused water in a water water allocation for frost control in 
grapes may be carried over with a volume equivalent to no 
more than the unused volume from the preceding two years.
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